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Release Notes / Altair Monarch v2020.1.1

Monarch Classic
Issue ID

Resolved Issue

MOD-3660

Summary key with suppress duplicates shows incorrect suppression after Print or Print Preview

MOD-3691

Table Design - Formula Field - The formula column itself appears in the field list which leads to an error on acceptance
if utilized

MOD-3758

Monarch hangs when trying to use the 3.0 PDF engine on a password-protected pdf containing a long password

MOD-3759

Error when clicking Autodefine with a line which contains a text fragment which could be interpreted as a large number
in scientific notation. e.g. "4e973"

MOD-3760

Attempting to use a password of length 32 or greater for a PDF export fails to impose the password

MOD-3782

Monarch Utility: Incorrect 'replacement' command result

MOD-3789

Hang when using Luna Homestead theme

MOD-3797

External Database path to a Data Prep Studio Workspace not saving properly when changed

MOD-3844

Cannot export Tab delimited text

MOD-3850

Monarch Utility can break delimited-text or fixed-text Project Export definitions when adjusting export folder

NEW FEATURE

Monarch Utility - Bulk Scrubbing of Credentials from Workspaces

NEW FEATURE

Report Design Sample Line Redaction
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Data Prep Studio
Issue ID

Resolved Issue

DPS-1581

Missing error message when opening a file, as an HTML, with an unknown extension(for example .c)

DPS-5545

Floating traps: When replacing sample text, mask characters at the beginning of the line do not move with the rest

DPS-6350

At high DPI the multi-selection filter dialog extends past the bottom of the screen when you have a large number of
items

DPS-6777

Export to existing Excel named range with broken references does not fix up accordingly

DPS-6797

Crash dialog can encounter an exception in some circumstances

DPS-6871

Error in Preview Grid when Merge Columns only has 1 row

DPS-6875

Settings Dialog - Time Intervals tab clips on high DPI such that you can't see OK / Cancel

DPS-6946

Opening an accdb file when the Access Database Engine of the correct bitness is not installed causes a crash

DPS-6950

Google Sheets Connector doesn't Display French Special characters properly in Column Names

DPS-6952

Hang when getting list of tables via ODBC if number of tables is 100K+

DPS-6960

Hang when getting list of tables via SQL Server Connector if number of tables is 100K+

DPS-6980

No way to edit credentials for existing ODBC connection

DPS-7007

Cassandra: Cannot login when using password with certain special characters

DPS-7009

OLEDB Connector: 'Enter Password' dialog not appearing under certain conditions

DPS-7011

Cannot import data using CData ODBC Google drivers and HubSpot if the Password contains certain special characters

DPS-7014

Some tables are empty when importing data using the Altair ODBC JIRA driver

DPS-7021

Zendesk: Cannot import data using passwords with certain special characters

DPS-7031

ODBC Connector - Salesforce: Cannot import data when using password that contains certain special characters

DPS-7036

Different connectors' OK button requires clicking on Preview Button before being enabled

DPS-7038

Crash when opening a file whose name begins with a dot and does not have any additional dots

DPS-7080

Workspace with custom changes always prompts to save unsaved changes despite not having any unsaved changes

DPS-7196

Sort dialog error message clips into grid header

DPS-7203

Error when using MySQL Driver: Reading failed at row Array cannot be null Parameter name: Chars
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